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APPENDIX B

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0leilSSION
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 50-298/84-23 License: CPR-46

Docket: 53-298

Licensee: Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD)
P. O. Box 499
Columbus, Nebraska 68601

Facility Name: Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS)

Inspection At: Cooper Nuclear Station Site, Nemcha County, Nebraska

Inspection Conducted: November 26-30, 1984

Inspector: . ; / >U /~/I~kI
0." L. Garri:;on, Reactor Inspector, Date

Project Section A, Reactor Project Branch I

Approved: /2.4/ N /.

J/ P. pau 'n, Chief, P'roject Section A, Date
i Raac'to Project Branch 1

.

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted November 26-30, 1984 (Report 50-298/84-23)

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of fire protection /
prevention. The inspection involved 32 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC
inspector.

Results: Within the areas inspected, one violation was identified (failure to
maintain fire doors, paragraph 2).
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DETAILS I

1. Persons Contacted j
,

,

NDPD.

:

*P. V. Thomason, Division Manager, Nuclear Operations
*H. T. Hitch, Senior Staff Engineer !
V. L. Wolstenholm, Quality Assurance Manager

i*0. A. Whiteman, Technical Staff Manager
*K. Wire, Operations Manager

{

.

D. Overbeck, Procurement Supervisor
| *C. R. Goings, Reg'ulatory Compliance Specialist
; N. Pendleton, Quality Assurance Engineer
! ..

'

NRC

*D. DuBois, Senior Resident Inspector, Region IV, CNSi

The NRC inspector also interviewed other licensee employees, including
personnel in warehousing and operations.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview conducted November 30, 1984.

2. Fire Protection and Pre. ntion

The purpose of this inspection was to determine whether the licensee's
fire protection and prevention program was in conformance with 10 CFR
Part 50 and Technical Specification requirements.

a. Fire Barriers
i

The NRC inspector looked at fire barriers throughout the plant. Onespecific problem was noted. In the cable spreading room, it was
found that several instrumentation or communication cables had been

.

pulled through a 3" conduit. The fire barrier sealing material had
been removed and not replaced in the cable spreading room side. On
the opposite side of the wall in the cable expansion room a ball of
insulating material had been stuffed into the penetration. The
material used on both sides for sealing may not have a rating as a
fire proofing material. The wall is an area fire wall,
and all penetrations passing through the wall must meet the
same requirement. This item is considered unresolved pending a
determination as to the fire rating of the sealing material
(fiber-frax) and whether the sealing of one end of the penetration in
this wall meets the required fire rating of the wall (298/8423-03).

9

An inspection of 12 personnel fire rated doors in the radwaste,
control, and reactor building was performed in order to assess
whether or not the doors could perform their function as fire
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barriers in accordance with site surveillance procedure 6.4.5.1.
Eight of the doors (R209-3, H201-3, "?00-3, J107-1, R112-3, R51-3,
R205-3, and R306-3) were found to he.c a correct fire safety
classification. The door proper, frame, hardware, and labels were
verified. The NRC inspector found problems with four other doors
described as follows:

8101-1, '.ocated in the radwaste building at elevation 903'. It*

was found that this interior set of double doors had been
extensively repaired by welding and/or brazing on the door skins
and that the door knob was missing.

B100-1, Located in the radwaste building at elevation 903'. It*

was found that the exterior set of double doors had been
extensively repaired by welding and/or brazing and that one
hinge was missing and that several hinge screws were missing or
broken.

D301-1, Located in the control building at elevation 932'. It*

was found that this interior set of double doors had extensive
repairs to one side, including the upper hinge, which left the
door out of plumb so that it would not close properly without
assistance.

H305-3, Located in the control building at elevatien 932'. It was*

found that the interior set of double doors to the computer room
would not close by themselves approximately 50 percent of the
time because of excessive air flow.

Three of the doors, B101-1, B100-1, and 0300-1, have physical
impairments which cause them to not meet the original requirements
to which they were manufactured. Door H305-3 will require an
evaluation to resolve the closure problem. Failure to correct the
problems with these damaged doors so as to maintain their integrity
is an apparent violation (298/8423-01).

b. Detection and Support

The NRC inspector examined two life support systems for condition,
cylinder fill, accessibility, readiness, and completeness of
components. The two units, MSA #4 and #10, were visually inspected
and found to be acceptable. The required reserve of air cylinders
was examined in the fire house; each cylinder gauge indicated a full
condition and all were readily accessible.

Six smoke detectors were visually observed in the cable spreading
room and were found in a clear area with no obstructions.
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The NRC inspector noted an excess of trash in the radwaste building
hall elevation 903' on the east side of the radwaste control room.
This included bags, paper, sacks, clothing, etc. Also on the 903'
elevation in the south end of the turbine building, excessive trash,
lumber, grease, oil, and many other wasted trash items had
accumulated. These two areas were the exception to the general
cleanliness of the facility. This item is considered open
(298/8423-04) until these areas are properly maintained.

The NRC inspector reviewed the procedures for emergency lighting and
made an inspection of 23 units. It was found that neither the
Technical Specifications or procedures address the frequency for
testing; however, the maintenance printout schedule indicates a
12-month interval. The last inspections were performed from May
through August 1984. During the inspection it was found that of
23 units tested (ready light on - test button pushed), 2 units had
nonfunctioning sealed lamps and 3 units would not come on
(21.5 percent) (Units M-2, RW-4, 0-1, R-79, and R-66). The failed
units were of the wet cell battery type and are generally known to
require frequent maintenance on the batteries. None of the newer dry
cell lamps failed. The high failure rate is possibly due to an
excessive time interval between inspections.

As an interim measure the licensee has committed to an inspection
frequency of 6 months for the emergency lights (loss of power test).
This item will remain unresolved pending a review of the licensee
program changes (298/8423-02),

c. Fire Suppression Systems

The NRC inspector visually examined 13 fire suppres= ion systems.
There were questions about five systems. Results of the inspection
are as follows:

(1) Yard Indicator Valves and Hydrants - All outside indicator
valves and hydrants around the plant were examined. Each
hydrant was properly protected by barriers, the area was clear,
and all nozzles were capped. All indicator valves indicated in
the open position as required. Six indicator valves were
observed to be potentially susceptible to damage from vehicle
traffic. The NRC inspector questioned the licensee representative
as to why barrier posts were not installed. The licensee
represenative indicated that barriers would probably be installed.
This item is considered open pending the review of licensee action
(298/8423-05).
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(2) Fire Locker Equipment - Locker #3 in the turbine building was
inspected for its full compliment of equipment (35 items of
variousquantities). The unit, when opened, was in a sealed
condition; the last inspection report indicated that all of the
items and quantities were inside. It was found that three pair

of asbestos gloves and a headlamp were missing. These items
were immediately acquired and replaced. This item is considered '

open pending inspection of all lockers (298/8423-06).

(3) Outside Hose Cabinets - Eight outside cabinets were examined for1

the full compliment of equipment that is required in each. Each
unit was found to contain the proper amount of equipment;
however, it was found that the playpipes are approximately 30"
in length and the procedure states that they are 50" long. This

; item is considered open pending the determination of the correct
i length of playpipe required or whether the procedure is in error

as to the correct length (298/8423-07).

(4) Sprinkler System - The NRC inspector observed an unsatisfactory4 -

condition in the northeast quadrant in the reactor building at
the 903' elevation. It was found that the sprinkler over the'

containment entrance had been sprung out of position and roped
off to a fluorescent light fixture; also several power cables-

had been strapped to the sprinkler system which is required toi

i be free and clear of attachments. This item is open pending
removal of cable and repositioning of the sprinkler
(298/8423-08).

I (5) Fire House _The NRC inspector noted that this area has
apparently become a catchall. Its acceptability as a fire house"

was questionable because of miscellaneous equipment which
limited accessibility to fire fighting equipment. - The building
houses the ambulance, a security cart, concrete cylinder curing
tank, roll arounds and miscellaneous construction equipment in
addition to'its regular compliment of the fire fighting,

equipment. Generally, the roll up doors are left open allowing
for deterioration of fire protection equipment inside. Licensee {
procedure 6.4.5.17. " Fire Fighting Equipment Monthly i

Inspection," Revision 5, dated September 10, 1984 states that,
"the fire fighting equipment be readily accessible". . . . The
NRC inspector considered it questionable whether or not-the |-
licensee met this procedural requirement. The licensee '

indicated that they would apply stricter standards to fire house
accessibility. This item is considered open pending review of
licensee action to insure accessibility of fire fighting' -

) equipment in the fire house (298/8423-09).
I
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(6) Water Hose Stations - Four stations (HV42, HV37, HV40, and HV18)
were verified as being clear of obstructions, accessible, i

tagged, hose hydro current, stacking, swing, and general
condition as satisfactory. |

!
(7) Fire Extinguishers - Ten units with different contents were

examined for accessibility, marking, indicators showing full, !
nozzles, hose, inspection tags, and finish; no problems were
noted. The reafired spares in the firehouse were verified as
satisfactory and included 15 CO , 18 Type BC, 20 ABC, and

212 H O extinguishers.
2

(8) Dry Powder Wheeled Carts - The cart at the 958' elevation in the
reactor building and one on the 932' elevation of the tutbine
building were verified as satisfactory. Each gas charging
oottle gauge indicated 2200 psi or full; the regulator, hoses,
and cart appeared to be in good condition.

(9) Fire Suppression Valves - The valve line up was observed to be
correct. The two tert valves, two jockey pump, two diesel pump,
and two electric pump intake and discharge valves were open.

(10) Low Pressure CO, (Cardax) - Units #31 and #33 vere observed to
be in a ready cbndition. The units were clear, had properly i

reeled hoses, ample clearance, and the ready lights were on. i

(11) Foam Carts - Three carts, Nos. 1, 2, and 5, were checked for the ,

following: foam level, setting on the regulator, hose !
connection, and condition, wrenches and general condition, and !

20 extra gallons available at the cart. No deficiencies were i
observed. '

i

(12) Automatic Sprinkler System - Systems Nos. 3, 5, and 6 were
checked and found satisfactory for open valves, pressure, i

condition, sprinkler obstructions, and leaks.
|

(13) Fire Pumps and Pump House - The pumps, auxiliary equipment, and
building are maintained in excellent condition.

.

3. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, violations, or
deviations. Two unresolved items are included in this report:

i
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Paragraph Number Iten Number Subject

2b 8423-02 Emergency Lighting
2a 8423-03 Fire Wall

Penetrations

4. Exit Interview

An exit interview was conducted on November 30, 1984. At this meeting the
scope of the inspection and the findings were summarized.
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